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IX'IRODUCTIOX
This

up

to

])ai)er

deals witli the carl\- natural history ot

and including the year 1855.

of our countrx

.

210,000 square miles,

the interior l)asins of other countries.
tralia is
is
its

is

small

The

is

desert

area

when compared with
Auswhile the Sahara

central desert area of

interior of Asia

and the

Since this interior province

J'asin

tlie Cii'cat

the largest

seven times greater than the Great liasin,

sixteen times larger,
size.

This,

is

twenty-three times

characterized

l)y

an arid

cli-

nuite, a chjsed

drainage system, and old remnant mountain systems,

surrounded

desert plains,

with which

Ijy

it

to deal bitjlogically.

of the natural history of Utah,

is

a

rather natural and unicpie area

In attempting

t(;

have found

it

I

study various phases

very helpful,

in

lay-

ing a foundation and providing a background for such a study, to be
familiar with the historical development of the

Therefore,

prei)aring this report,

in

volumes and

I

Western United

States.

have searched through man}-

diaries, dealing with the accounts of the early trappers,

explorers and pioneers.

Knowledge

of the biota of

North ^America has

l)een

accumulating

manner since the last of the seventeenth century.
Progress has been made during various well marked periods. I have
divided my findings into two periods. The first one from 1800 to 1843

in a rather definite

known

as the

fur trader j^eriod. and

Pioneer period from 1843 to 1855.
(1)

Contribution No.

80.

33

tlie

second one, the

Mormon

:
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M. TAN'NI-.K

\-ASCC)

has

It

\u\

l)ccii

aim

to

hi'in.L;

\'(>1.

to l»usy /.(xjlo^ists, tlu-

I,.\(). 2,

I<ii()\\ii

liltli.'

liidden information dealing witli the natural history of the Great

and

Basin

these periods.

during;'

Remy &

Stansbury's, and
flora of

tlie

California

emphasis on the buffalo

basin, placing

Gull-Mormon Cricket

UISCOVICRY

The

have briefly summarized Fremont's,

I

llrenchley's observations on the fauna

episode.

AND EX TENT OE THE

(iREAT BASIN

brief review of the discovery, extent,

following,'-

of the (ireat liasin

is j^iven

and

and the

L'tah.

in

and character

order that the reader ma\- develop an

in

a|)preciation of this ,qreat desert area.

The discovery

Lake

of Great Salt

is

an unsettled question.

In the

winter and spring of 1824-25 a party of General William H. Ashley's

men

visited the lake, eml)arked

upon

its

waters

skin boats, and

in

Other ^\hite men ma_\- have
seen this bod\' of water before Jim liridger and his companions, but
we have nothing authentic on the matter. The reports of the existence of a great lake by explorers and fur traders such as Baron
]\lr. Lawrence
Lahontan. 1689 (3) (4) I^"^ather klscalante 1776 (5)

determined that

it

hatl

no outlet (2).

;

1790 (6)

;

;

possibly the Spanish slave traders

as the Snake River by 1800 (7)

;

who went

Guthrie's maj). 1811

of parties going to Astoria in 1811-12, were in

l)ers

;

as far north

and some memsome instances,

probably, based upon actual visitations to the lake rather than infor-

mation from the Indians.

Jim Bridger

actual discovery of Great Salt Lake.

is,

however, credited

\\itli

the

Following the discover)' of the

was visited by many trappers and explorers, a few
Ogden in 1825; Ftienne Provot, 1825 and William
y\.shley, 1826; j. R .Walker, 1833; and Captain J.' C. Fremont in 1843.
Fremont's party was the second to set sail upon the waters of Great

Lake

in 1824,

it

being I'eter Skeen

Salt Lake.

It is also to

Fremont's (8) credit that the confines of the
" Great Basin " given to

Great Basin were pointed out and the name

Western .States. Since Fremont's observations
were made about one hundred years ago and were so accurate, it
seems desirable to include the following extract
this desert area of the

(2)
(.1)

(4)

1928,

p.
(5)

(6)

Chittemli-n.
Tlu- .Vmerican Fur Trailer.
Vol. 11, p. 794.
Stan.sbiiry.
to the Great ."^alt Lake.
\ip. \5\-^4. niai'.
l'",.\iK'(litioii
.Some useful early l'tah Irulian rcfereiiees.
Alter.
Ttali llistory

IS.iJ.

Ouart.

\'ul.

I,

26.

Harris,

'riie

Chittcmlen.

Catliolie

Vol.

II,

t'hureli
i..

in

l'tah.

794.

WA. I, C hapter 1(>.
of Lewis and Glaik.
Report of the F.xplorinpr F.xiH'dition to tlu- Uoeky Moiuit.ilns
J74-r6.
1842 and to Orepon and N(n-th ('aliforni:i in the years 1S4,>-44.
iij).
(7)

Hosmer.

(8)

Fremont.

The Kxpcditiou

in

the year

natukai. history
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isasix

oi" (,ki:at

"In arrix'ilitj; at ihv Utah Lake, \\c had ciiuiilitid an innncnsc riixnil (j1
twelve degrees diameter nt)rtli and south, and ten degrees east and west
and
found ourselves in May, 1844, on the same sheet of water which we had left in
September. 1843. The Utah is the southern limb of tiie (ireat Salt Lake: and
thus we had seen that remarkable sheet of water both at its northern and southern
exlremity, and were able to fix its position at these two i)(jints.
'Jlie circuit
w'hich we had made, and which had cost us eight months of time, and 3,500 miles
of travelling, had given us a view of Oregon and of North California from the
Rocky mountains to the Pacific ocean, and of the two princii)al streams which
* *
form bays or harbors on the coast of the sea. * *
"The structure of the country would require this furniatidn of interi(]r lakes;
for the waters which would collect between the Rocky mountains and the Columbia or the Colorado, must naturally collect into reservoirs, eacli of wliich would
This would be the
have its little system of streams and rivers to sup])ly it.
saw went to confirm it. The Great Salt Lake is a
natural effect; and what
formation of this kind, and quite a large one; and having many streams, and
one considerable river, four or five hundred miles long, falling into it.
This lake
and river I saw and examined myself and also saw the Wah-satch and Bear
River mountains which enclose the waters of the lake on the east, and constitute,
.Xfterwards along the eastern base
in that ([uarter, the rim of the Great Kasin.
saw the line of
oi the Sierra Nevada, where we travelled for forty-two days.
and wliicli Sierra is the
lakes and rivers which lie at the foot of that Sierra
western rim of the Basin. In .going down Lewis's fork and the main Columbia.
I crossed only inferior streams coming in from the left, such as could draw their
water from a short distance only and I often saw the mountains at their heads,
white with snow which, all accounts said, divided the waters of the desert from
those of the Columbia and which could be no other than the range of mountains
which form the rim of the Basin on its northern side. And in returning from
California along the Spanish trail, as far as the head of the Santa Clara fork
of the Rio Virgen, I crossed only small streams making their way south to the
Colorado, or lost in sand as the Mo-ha-ve while to the left, lofty mountains,
their summits white with snow, were often visible, and which must have turned
water to the north as well as to the south, and thus constituted, on this part,
the southern rim of the Basin.
At the head of the .Santa Clara fork, and in the
Vegas de Santa Clara, we crossed the ridge which parted the two systems of
waters.
entered the Basin at that point, and have travelled in it ever since,
having its southern rim (the Wah-satch mountain) on the right, and crossing
the streams which flow down into it. The existence of the Basin is therefore an
established fact in my mind
its extent and contents are yet to be better ascertained.
Tt cannot be less than four or five hundred miles each way. and nuist lie
principally in the Alta California; the demarcation latitude of 42° probably cutting a segment from the north part of the rim. Of its interior, but little is known.
Tt is called a desert, and, from what I saw of it. sterility may be its prominent
characteristic but where there is so much water, there must be some oasis. The
but
great river, and the great lake, reported may not be equal to the report
where there is so much snow, there must be streams and where there is no outlet,
there must be lakes to hold the accumulated waters, or sands to swallow them up.
In this eastern part of the Basin, containing Sevier, Utah, and the Great Salt
lakes, and the rivers and creeks falling into them, we know there is good soil
and good grass, adapted to civilized settlements. Tn the western part, on Salmon
Trout rivers, and some other streams, the same remark mav be made." (9)
:

''

''

1

;

I

;

;

;

—

;

We

;

;

;

;

Gilbert.
Lake Bonneville. 1890. v. S.
(9)
G. K. Gilbert, a distinguished American geologist. wIid inrMle ;l careful study of Lake
"The maior part of the North
Bonneville, has the following to say of the Great Basin:
American continent is drained by streams flowing to the ocean, hut there are a few reThe largest of these was called by Fremont,
stricted areas having no outward drainage.
who first achieved an adequate conception of its character and extent, the " Great Basin,"
and is still universally known by that name
" The extreme length in a direction somewhat we«t of north and east of south is about
880 miles, the extreme breadth from east to west, in latitude 40° Ml. is 572 miles, and the
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^r.

tannkr

\'o1.

I.No.

2,

The MoniKjn Pioneers entered Salt Lake Valley on July 24, 1847
l)v the last oi December (;t that year had explored some of the
islands of Great Salt Lake and launched a boat upon Utah Lake,
and

from which waters they obtained several species of fishes. In 1849-50
Captain Stansbury and his al)le assistant, Lieut, (iunnison explored
the shore line ot Salt Lake as well as all the islands.

THE
Prior to

tlie

TRADER PERIOD

I'UR

Louisiana Purchase

in

1803 and the Lewis and Clark

Expedition up the Missouri, across the Rocky Mountains, and down
the Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean in 1804-6, practically nothint;was known about the natural liistory of the L^nited States west of

River (10).

Mississippi

the

with some

posed

in

things the

soil,

for

plants, animals,

of Lewis and Clark

young English

new

be

I'otanist,

Jefferson,

man

a

(

11

),

and Indian
one hundred

tlie

trip

trip,

Pursh.

among

Due

other

t(j

the activi-

fifty-five plant

specimens,

tril)es.

were placed

The

should be sent into

studying

in the

hands of the

maj(jrity of these plants proved

Man}^ of the bird and

to science.

countered on

seum

men

the purpose of

mostly collected on the return

to

Thomas

1792 that a small party of trained

the Louisiana Territory

ties

President

training, as well as interest in the biological sciences, pro-

mammal

were returned as skins and placed

species

in Peale's

en-

Mu-

Alexander Wilson described some of tlie birds
in his pioneer work on North American birds.
At about this same time Zebulon Montgomer\- Pike was making
survey studies under the instruction of General Wilkinson.
During
the years 1805 and 1806 Pike (\2) explored the source of the Mississippi; in 1806 and 1807 he conducted an exijedition to tlie interior of
the Louisiana Territory along the Arkansas and Red rivers to the
Rocky Mountains; and finall)' in 1807 he made a tour through Xew
in Philadelphia.

vSpain.

Pike contributed very

little,

however,

to the

knowledge of the

total area is approximately 21(>,(MI() square miles.
Of i)olitical divisions it inckules nearly the
whole of Nevada, the western half of Utah, a strip along the eastern horder of California
anil a large area in the southern part of the State, another large area in southeastern Oregon, and smaller i)ortions of southeastern Idaho and southwestern \\'yoming. The southern apex extends into the territory of Mexieo at the head of the peninsida of Lower Cali-

fornia."

Meisel, M.
192<).
A Bihliography of Ameriean .\atural History. Vol. II. p. 88.
(10)
(H) Meisel. Ihid. It is reported that in the Herharium of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia there are today " \7i recognizable species mostly in fair condition;
these include 5.S of Pursh's types recognized as species at the present time, with 38 additional ones now for various reasons not considered tenable."
The species were described
by Pursh in 1814 in the first edition of " Florae .Vinericae Septentrionalis " of two volumes.
725 I'ages and 24 plates.
All the zoological specimens, with the jiossible

woodpecker, have been destroyed.
(12)

Meisel.

Iliid.

V.

117.

exception

of a single si)eciinen of

Lewis's

nattrat, history of crkat rasin

1940

fan. 28,

fauna and flora of these

an

ever, to arouse
in the

animal

religions.
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These exi)e(Htions did

how-

serve,

interest in the newl}- acquired terrilorw especially

from

life

wliich i^reat incomes for the furs and ro1)es

This period

could he obtained.

1804 and 1843 was a

l)et\veen

thrill-

we know hut little
these men were ihe

ing one for the fur trader and explorer, and one

Chittenden (13)

about.
"

has pointed out that

Pathfinders of the west and not those later

posterity so recognizes.

No

official

ready known, and had been for fully a decade."
this point of

in

The consequence

whom

features of western geograph}' were ever

discovered by government explorers after 1840.

(14) concurs

explorers

was alWashington Irving

I^^verything

view saying:

the Rocky Mountains and the interior regions from
the Russian possessions in the north, down to the Spanish settlements of California, have been transversed and ransacked in every direction by bands of hunters
and Indian tribes so that there is scarcely a mountain pass, or defile, that is not
known and treaded in their restless migration, nor a nameless stream tliat is not
"

is

tliat

;

hunted by the lonely trapper."

During

were adventurous souls, other than the
mountain states. The English naturalist,
John Bradbury, 1809-11, studied the plants and animals of the Mississippi and Missouri River valleys.
In his Travels in NortJi America
this period there

trappers, wdio traversed the

are to be

found many interesting observations.

Likewise Thomas

J. K. Townsend contributed to our knowledge of the
fauna and flora of the Missouri, as well as the Snake and Columbia

Nuttall and

River valleys.

much

In 1834 these two gentlemen observed and explored
J. Wyeth and Jason
Townsend specimens of plants

of this territory with the companies of N.

and Lee.

Many

of the Nuttall and

and animals from the west were described during the
by workers at the Academy of Natural Sciences

fifties

which has been since

its

founding

stitutions of this country.

in

late forties

and

in Philadelphia,

1812. one of the most noted in-

In the publications of this institution

may

be

found contributions bv such workers as John Bachman, J. J. Audubon,
George Ord, Thomas .Say, John L. LeConte, S. W. Woodhouse,

Thomas

Nuttall,

W'illiam

Gambel,

J.

K.

Townsend. John Cassin.

Joseph Leidy. and others, which appeared before 1850 and which deal
with the biota of the western states.

One

of the earliest and most skillfully

ditions, for the study of the territory

manned and equipped expe-

between the Mississippi River

and the Rocky Mountains, was sent out by the Secretary of War,
(1.^)

(14)

Chittenden.
Irving, W.

Op.
184,v

Cit.

Vol.

I,

Author's preface, p. x.
ol Captain Bonneville,

The .\dventures

p.

2Ck

J.

C.
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\^\S(()

M. tan.\i:k

Callioun, under the direction of

The party

A/lay 5, 1819.
in

left

Major Stephen

I'ittshuroh

Missouri.

II.

down

.i^oino-

a steamer, in which they reached St.

here they traveled up the

Vol.

part\-

No.

2,

Lc)n<^(15), on

Ohio River

tlie

Louis on June

The

I,

9.

consisted

From
Dr.

of

Major John IWddle
August E. Jessup, geologist; Mr. Thomas Say, zoologist; Mr. T. R.
Peale, assistant naturalist; Mr. Samuel Seymour, artist; Lieutenant
James D. Graham and Cadet William H. Swift, assistant topographers
and drillers; and Major .Stei:)hen H. Long, a topograj^hical engineer
William Baldwin, botanist, physician and surgeon

;

;

and chief of the party.
After considerable disapp(jintment and change
the party

in the

returned in October 1820, after visiting

it

much

personnel of
of the terri-

tory along the Missouri and Arkansas rivers, the area around where

now

and southward towards the Red

Denver

is

River.

In spite of Say's losing his journals he

tions to our

Other

located. Pikes Peak,

knowledge of the animals of

parties,

made many contribunew territory (16).

this

mainly under the direction of naturalists, studied

region during the period 1804 to 1843.

In 1785

this

Andre Michaux came

North America and for several years collected and studied the
flora of the Louisiana Territory.
He wrote a number of volumes
which have l)een used 1)}' explorers and students (17). Prince Paul
to

of

Wurtemburg

Missouri.

In

in

1823, as well as years later,

collected along the

1833 Maximilian, Prince of Wied, traversed the Mis-

souri River almost to

its source. His observations are recorded in
18)
volume which is rareh' seen by zoologists of the intermountain states.
J. N. Nicollet during the years 1836-40 explored much of the Mississippi and Missouri River Valleys.
Dr. John Richardson and William
(

a

Swanson

as early as 1829 contributed considerable to our

knowledge

of the zoology of the northern parts of r)ritish America. (19)
(15)

Meisel.

Vol. II, p. 394.

(16)
I'^om Weiss and Ziegler's, Thomas Say, 19.U, \vc learn that "In addition tu what
has been noted, .Say described fossil shells, birds, snakes, shrews, s<inirrels. a deer, a lizard,
newt, a sand rat, and drew up descriptions of previously described animals such as wolves,
serpents, birds, toads, rats, the i)rairie dog, etc., all of which are recorded in footnotes in
the Long report. Insects are not described in this report and little notice is made of them.
Tliey were collectetl, however, and mention is made of an Otto warrior, "' Little black bear,"
who examined the expedition's collection at Engineer Cantonment and recognized a considerable number, telling which inhabited the water and which the land and detailing with
™.uch accuracy the habits of soine species, but along with it also repeating some accounts
whic
hich were absurd. Altogether several thousand insects were collected, of which hundreds

were new to
science.
lo science
Michaux wrote the Flora Boreali-Amerieana (2 Vols.) in l.SO.i. Fremont, on page
(17)
270, comments on the cottonwood along the Santa Clara Creek, which were then in fruit,
being different from species found in Michaux's .Sylva.
Travels in the Interior of North America by Maximilian. Prince of Wied, with
(18)
numerous engravings on wood and a large map translated from the German by H. Evans
Llovd. To accomp.iny the original scries of eighty-one elahoratelv colored plates, size, Imperial

Folio.

(19)

London Ackermman

Fami.i

\-

Roreali-.'Xmericin.i.

Co., 96 .Strand.

MDCCCNLIII.

London, lolm .Murray,

182'X

Ian.

Main

1829 hv

of

cri'.at

occur

hasin

39

Great IJasin were de-

in the

l)y

These were

Atlas.

in his Zooloi^i'ical

America and California

Navv

Kussian

to

l'",schsch()ltz

collected in Ivussian
lm])eria]

ims'iokn'

known

the insects

iif

in

scri!)e(l

natikai.

I'MO

2(^,

staff

members

of the

In 1843

h.xpedition durini^' the years 1823-26.

Alamierlieim published a Cfjleopterous fauna of California and Rus-

America

sian

contained

wdiicli

])ai)ers ])y Alotscluilsk}'

optera
Dr.

known from

300 species.

descriptions of

Later

and Mannerliein increased the species of Cole-

I'acihc

North America

to

more than 600

species.

K. Townsend made a collection of insects wdiich w as taken back

J.

and re])orted upon by Harris, Garmar, luMckson, and

to Philadelphia

Reiche (20).
small volume in

Dr. F. A. Wislizenus of St. Louis published a

German

he reported on his observations

in wliicli

While none of
were

tliese early

common

collecting- the

territor\-

made

1839 while

in

Rocky mountains.

exploring- in the

and taking them

I

on the At-

to centers of biological activity

lantic sea-board, as well as

close of this period

explorers entered the Great Basin, they

plant and animal species of the western

the

museums

have been able to

of Europe.

Thus by the
of mammals.

60 species
and many plants

list

101 birds. 2 reptiles, 3 fish. 600 insects,

had

that

been described and are now found within the Great Basin.

During

this fur trader period considerable ecological

The

taking place.

man

whicli

change

l^alance of nature

resulted in a great reduction in

in distribution of

otter, foxes, buffalo, elk,

many

)t

hisdii

all

the species encountered

bison

(

L.

)

The

the white
as a

w"ell

beaver, mink,

moose, and mcjuntain sheep are some of

was most

tlie

affected.

THE BUFFALO
(

numbers, as

of the fur l)earers.

were most noticeabh'

species wliicli

change was

was being upset by

In-

IX

UTAH

the trappers,

sorely dealt

with.

tlie l)uft"alo,

It

was

tlie

Biscui

general

utilit}'

animal of the plains, serving the hidians and trappers alike with

food,

clothing,

and

shelter.

During the

ranged from the Rocky Mountains

colonial

in the west.

days this species

Canada on

the Gulf region on the south, to the Alleghenys on the east.

bers ran into the millions, yet by 1800

it

was not

to be

the north,
Its

num-

found east of

and by 1900 it was practically exterminated, save for
few herds found in protected areas.

the Mississippi,
a

(20)
LeC'ontc.
Report upon Injects Collected on the .Survey.
road survey reports, 1860.

Vol. XII.

Hook

11,

Rail-
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We

have very

little

AF.

TANNI-.k

J,No.

\'ol.

2.

on the early distribution

definite informati(jn

of the buffalo west of the Rocky Mountains in the Great I'asin. Dr.
believed that there was "abundant proof of its form^-r
J. A. Allen (21)

existence over a vast area west of this supposed boundary including a
large part of the so-called Great Basin of

Plateau, and the plains of the Columbia.

century since

it

ranged westward

to the

It

Utah, the Green River
is

probably not half a

Blue A'L'ountains of Oregon

and the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California."
Escalante (22), 1776, reports killing several buffaloes

Colorado,

in

before crossing the Green River (San Buenaventura) into Utah, but
he fails to mention seeing or tracking the buff'alo in Utah. Lewis and
Clark (23) found the buff'alo along the Missouri River until they entered the mountains in Montana, from wliicli pf)int on to the Columbia

River and return they were without

buff'alo

meat.

In 1825 General

Ashley (24) mentions the buffalo as being fairly common in Echo
Park at the confluence of the Yampa and Green Rivers. During the
winter of 1824-25 when Jedediah Smith made a trip down the Bear
River into Salt Lake Valley he reports that buffalo were plentiful all
along the way (25). Smith also found buffalo in Utah Valley in July,
1826,

when he made

fornia (26).

Mr.

J.

his trip

from Salt Lake Valley

to

Southern Cali-

R. Walker, a leader of one of Bonneville's parties,

reports that they killed buffalo in Great Salt

Lake Valley

in

August,

1833 (27).

Captain Fremont (28) in August, 1843, while descending the Bear

River found the Indians poor and with

They complained because
the buffalo. At this date
the

Snake River

valleys.

little

food, except

some

of the disappearance of the game,
the buffalo

roots.

especially

had disappeared from Utah and
extract from Fremont's jour-

The following

History of The American Bison. Ninth annual report U. S. GeoJ. A. Allen.
and Geographical Survey of the Territories hv F. V. Hayden, 1877.
Harris, Dean. The Catholic Church in Utah, 1776-1909, p. 166.
Hosiner. Ibid. Vol. I. Chapter XH.
Dale. The Ashley-Smith explorations, 1822-29, p. 146, reports, " Here we found a
(24)
luxurious growth of sweet-bark on round-leaf Cottonwood and a number of buffalo.
(2.S)
Ibid.
Page 159.
Ibid.
Page 187. " My general course on leaping the .Salt Lake was .S. W. and
(26)
W. passing the little Uta Lake antl ascending Ashley's river which empties into the little
From this lake I found no more signs of buffalo. There are a few antelope and
L^ta Lake.
mountain sheep and an abundance of black-tailed hares." (No doubt the L'ta Lake refers
to Utah Lake and Ashley river to the Sevier River.)
" Walker's (a) party consisting of forty men left
Chittenden.
Vol. I, p. 407.
(27)
Green River Jvily 24, \S^3. They went directly to the valley of Great Salt Lake where they
started to lay in their final supply of buffalo meat. The last buffalo was killed .-\ugust 4tb
and three days later the ]iarty bade farewell to the lake at its western extremity and took
a westerly course into the most extrusive and barren plains I have ever seen."
This is reported by Mr. Zenas Leonard who was a clerk for Mr. Walker during
(a)
Leonard was a native of Pennsylvania and had spent two
the 18,1^ California expedition.
years in the west engaged in hunting and trapping. He met Walker at the Green River
rendezvous and was engaged to assist in the westward trips.
Fremont. Ibid. Pages 14.1-44.
(28)
(21)

logical

(22)
(23)

—
Ian. 28.

nal

natural history of
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of value as
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consensus of opinion as

to the

distribution of the hullalo in 1843:

"A

great portion of the region inhabitated by this nation lornidiy ahdundud
in game; the buffalo ranging about in herds, as we had found them on the eastern
but so rapidly
waters, and the plains dotted vvitli scattered bands of antelope
have they disappeared within a few years, that now as we journeyed along, an
occasional buffalo skull and a few wild antelope were all that remained of the
;

abundance which had covered
territories will not

tlie

country with animal

life.

disappearing from our
appear surprising wdien we remember the great scale on which

The extraordinary

rapidity with

which the buffalo

is

With inconsiderable exceptions, the busicarried on in their skins
every year the
Indian villages make new lodges, lor which the skin of the buffalo furnishes the
material; and in that portion nf the country where they are still found, the Indians derive their entire sui)port from them, and slaughter them with a thoughtLike the Indians themselves, they have been
less and abominable extravagance.
a characteristic of the Great West; and as, like them, they are visibly diminishing, it will be interesting to throw a glance backward through the last twenty
years, and give some account uf their former distribution through the country,
and the limit of their western range.
their destruction

ness of the

"

is

yearly carried on.

American trading posts

is

;

The information

is derived principally from Mr. Fitzpatrick. supported by
personal knowledge and acquaintance with the country. Our knowledge
does not go farther back than the spring of 1824. at which time the buffalo were
spread in immense numbers over the Green River and Bear River valleys, and
through all the country lying between the Colorado, or Green River of the Gulf
of California, and Lewis's fork of the Columbia River; the meridian of Fort
Hall then forming the western limit of their range. The buffalo then remained
for many years in that country, and frequently moved down the valley of the
Columbia, on both sides of the river as far as the Fishing falls. Below this point
they never descended in any numbers. About the year 1834 or 1835 they began
to diminish very rapidly, and continued to decrease until 1838 or 1840, when, with
the country we have just described, they entirely abandoned all the waters of the
At that time, the Flathead InPacific north of Lewis's fork of the Columbia.
dians were in the habit of finding their buffalo on the heads of the Salmon River,
and other streams of the Columbia but now they never meet with them farther
west than the three forks of the Missouri or the plains of the Yellowstone River.

my own

;

" In the course of our journey it will be remarked that the buffalo have not
so entirely abandoned the waters of the Pacific, in the Rocky mountain region
south of the Sweet Water, as in the country north of the Great Pass. This partial distribution can only be accounted for in the great pastoral beauty of that
country, which bears marks of having long been one of their favorite haunts,
and by the fact that the white hunters have more frequented the northern than
the southern region
it being north of the South Pass that the hunters, trappers,
and traders, have had their rendezvous for many years past and from that section
also the greater portion of the beaver and rich furs were taken, although always
the most dangerous as well as the most profitable hunting ground.

—

;

" In that region lying between the Green or Colorado river and the head
waters of the Rio del Xorte. over the Yampah. Kooya. White, and Grand rivers
all of which are the waters of the Colorado
the buffalo never extended so far
and only in one or
to the westward as they did on the waters of the Columbia
two instances have they been known to descend as far west as the mouth of
White river. In travelling through the country west of the Rocky mountains,
observation readily led me to the impression that the buffalo had, for the first
time, crossed that range to the waters of the Pacific only a few years prior to
the period we are considering and in this opinion I am sustained by Mr. FitzIn the region west of the Rocky
patrick. and the older trappers in that country.
mountains, we never meet with anv of the ancient vestiges w-hich, throughout all

—

;

;

)
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ihe countrj- lying upon their eastern waters, are found in the great highways, continuous for hundreds of miles, always several inches and sometimes several feel
in depth, which the buffalo have made in crossing from one river to another, uv
The Snake Indians, more particularly those
in traversing the mountain ranges.

low down upon Lewis's fork, have always been very grateful to the American
trappers, for the great kindness (as they frequently expressed it) which they did
to them, in driving the buffalo so low down the Columbia river.
" The extraordinary abundance of the buffalo on the east side of the Rocky
mountains, and their extraordinary diminution, will be made clearly evident from
At any time between the years 1824 and 1836, a traveller
tiie following statement:
might start from any given point south or north in the Rocky Mountain Range,
journeying by the most direct route to the Missouri River; and during the whole
distance, his road would be always among large bands of buft'alo, which would
never be out of his view until he arrived almost within sight of the abode.^ of

civilization.
" At this time, the buffalo occupy but a very limited space, principally along
the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, sometimes extending at their southern
extremity to a considerable distance into the plains between the Platte and Arkansas Rivers, and along the eastern frontier of New Mexico as far south as Texas."

Captain Fremont and General Chittenden both report that the various fur companies, from about 1830 to 1840, annually took from the

west about 100,000 buffalo robes.

When

Lake Valley they found
mammal of the American
Mormon Battalion member, after

the pioneers of 1847 entered the Salt

only the wasteing bones of the once abundant
Plains.

Mr. Robert

S. r>liss

(29), a

being discharged, returned from San Diego by

Donner

made

City,
"

I^ass,

Nevada

across

to

way

of Sutter's Fort,

Fort Hall, then south to Salt Lak-e

the following entry in his journal on October 20,

Continued down Sick Creek twenty miles and encamped

])uff'alo

Dr.

bones since
J.

we

left the

"

Hickman, claims
about 18,^8."

Valle\'.

evidence from

have

that the

an error,

to be

nine years before the

is

Mormon

'

Danite.

In the second place,
])ioneei" diaries,

if

it

in the

first

Mormons

Rill

place, as to the

re.'iclied

government

tlie

.Sail

we have no

did refer to 1848,

journals, or

'

Lake Valley

killed tlie last buffaloes in .Salt

This seems

date, since this

Lake

to

Mr. Henry Gannet, astronomer of

me

Dr. Hayden's Survey, informs

saw many

(Fort Hall on the Snake River.

Fort."

A. Allen reports that

;

1847:

reports, that

buffaloes were seen or lieaid of in Utah in 1847 or 1848.

Mr. Washburn Chipman, a ])i()neer of 1847 and one of the foundAmerican Fork Citw had Jim I'ridger sta)' over night with him

ers of

in 1849, while
that,

he was living

about 182<)

(29)

Bliss.

Robert

in

llig

to 18,M, the buiValo

S.

Journal.

Tin- I'tali

Cottonwood.
liridger reported
were common in ."^.-dt Lake and

Historical (Quarterly.

\"ol.

4.

.\o.

4,

19.U.

Ian. 28,

I'HO

xatl'kai. hisi'orn-

Utah Valk-}s, hut

tliat

(hie to a

oi'

(;ki-:.\'|'

hasix

heavy snow storm

43

all

ot'

them were

killed (30).

Mr. M.

S.

Garrctson's (31

)

hook i^ives a vivid ])icture
Thousands U])on thousands were

interestin<j-

of the destruction of the huffalo.

meat for the men of the railroad camp or solely for
more than a
The
million robes were sold in .^t. Louis and Ft. Worth. Texas.
shame of slaughter was not confined to men of our ccnmtry alone,
since sportsmen of wealth came from Russia, England, German \-, and
killed to supply

their rohes.

Durinj? the years between 1868 and 1878

other parts of Europe to have a hand in the extermination.
In summarizing the findings on the
Uasin.

it

bufi:"alo in

appears that for hundreds of years

it

Utah and

the Great

had been widely

scat-

from the
."^ierra Nevada Mountains to eastern Oregon, then along the Snake
River X'alley into northern Utah. The evidence supporting this wide
distribution is based in the main upon semi-fossil and surface remains
found by fur trappers and explorers. On the other hand, there is much
evidence for the belief that the large herds of buffalo found along the
headwaters of the Bear, Snake, and Columbia Rivers between the
years 1817 and 1840 had been driven into the mountains by the western movement of civilization. It also appears that they were driven
back or exterminated l)y the trappers. Indians, and perchance a few
hard winters. In an\- event when Captain Fremont came to Utah in
1843 he found that the buff'alo had disappeared from the Great Basin.

tered throughout the northwestern portion of the

Basin,

I
am indebted to Dr. William J. Snow, Prof, of Western History at Brigham
(30)
University, for the following extract from a paper written by Mr. L. B. Adamson
on " The Early History of American Fork." Brother Chipman relates that he remembers
seeing the remains of a buffalo carcass near the Niels Xelson Spring southwest of town,
and in the spring of 1849 while in Big Cottonwood, he had stay with him over night, a
frontiersman named Jim Bridger. This man was sandy complexioned and was clad in the
skins of animals. He related that fifteen or twenty years before, the country contained
many buffalo. An immense snow storm came on which piled the snow eighteen feet deep
The frontiersman claimed that he did
in the valleys and completely covered the buffalo.
He said in Salt Lake Valley while going over the
not see the sun for thirty -four days.
deep snow on snow shoes, that he came across breathing holes in the snow, below which

Voung

was a buffalo. The buffalo all perished.
From J. C. Alter's James Bridger, 192.S, page .^86, we quote: "Colonel Inman declared
that Bridger told him, and also many others, at various times, that in the winter of 18.^0
began to snow in the valley of tfie Great Salt Lake, and continued for seventy days
it
without cessation. The whole country was covered to a depth of seventy feet, and all tlie
vast herds of buffalo were caught in the storm and died, but their carcasses were perfectly
preserved."
" When spring came, all I had to do," declared he, '" was to tumble "em into Salt
"
Lake an' I had pickled buffalo enough for myself and the whole Ute nation for years!
He said that on account of that terrible storm which annihilated them there have been no
buffalo in that region since.
This sounds like one of Bridger's "tall" stories for which he was justly famous. It
will be recalled that Walker's party killed buffalo in Salt Lake Valley in the Autumn of
183.1.
I believe the slaughter of the buffalo for its robe was the prime cause for its disappearance from the Rocky Mountains and L'tah.
Garretson. The .'\merican Bison. 1938.
(31)

:
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\'ol. I,

MORMOX PIONKER PERIOD

No.

2.

(1R43-1855)

Captain John C. Frenionl, the Georgian niatht-matician, explorer

and

politician,

made

the first noteworthy contriluition to the natural

history of the Great Basin.

Under

the orders of Col.

Abert (32),

j. J.

Chief of the Topographical Bureau, Fremont was instructed to conduct a survey of the Great

West

connaissance of the interior

Rockv Mountains and

for the purpose of completing" a re-

territor}-

of

our

countr_\-

Fremont's party consisted of 39 men, among

Thomas

I)Ctween

the

the Pacific Ocean.

Fitzpatrick and Mr. Charles Preuss.

whom

were Mr.

Captain Fremont acted

and journalist of the party. His comments
upon the plants and animals found along the course of the entire trip
marks him as a keen student of natural historw Through his efforts
many plants collected within the Great Basin were jointl}' described
as topographer, naturalist

with Dr. Torrey.
is a summary of the observations made upon the
and fauna by Fremont after he reached the l^ear and Roseaux
or Reed Rivers in northern Utah, on September 1, 1843. He remained
here until September \S, when he went on north to the Snake River,
and then to Vancouver on the Pacific Coast. In presenting the species
mentioned, 1 have recorded the observations as the\' occur in Vw-

The following

flora

mont's report as follows
September 1, 1843.
and among the

Plants:

—

"

On

tliis

upper plain the

.yrass

was everywhere

with which it was ahnost exckisively occupied,
(arte-misia being the most abundant), frequently occurred handsome clusters of
several species of dictcria in bloom.
Piirshia tridciitafa was among the frequent
.shrubs.
Descending to the bottoms of Bear river, we found good grass for
animals, and encamped about 300 yards above tlie mouth of Roseaux, which here
makes its junction, without communicating any of its salty taste to the main
stream, of which the water remains perfectly pure. On the river are only willow
thickets, (salix loiu/ifolia), and in the bottoms the abundant plants are canes,
solidago, and helianthi, and along the banks of Roseaux are fields of malva rolitiidifolia.
(Fremont was traveling southward between the Roseaux and Hear
Rivers.)
September 2. Birds
"As we were stealing cpiietly down the stream, trying in vain to get a shot at a strange large bird that was numerous among the
willows, but very shy, we came unexpectedly upon several families of Rool
Diggers, who were encamped among the rushes on the shore, and appeared ver.\busy about several weirs or nets which had been rudely made of canes and rushes
for the purpose of catching fish."
Moi.i.usKA
" Immediately where we landed, the high arable plain on lowflats, very generally occupied by salt marshes, or beds of shallow lakes, whence
the water had in most places evaporated, leaving their hard surface encrusted with
a shining white residuum, and absolutely covered with very small niik'aJvc shells."
September 3. Biuns
" The water fowl made this morning a noise like

dead

;

.shrubs

:

:

—

:

(32)

—

Fremont.

Jbid.

—

.
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A pelican, pclcciums (niocrolcilus). was killed as he passed by, and
thunder.
many geese and ducks flew over the camp."
" Several of the people waded out into the marshes, and we had to-ni.uht a
delicious supper of ducks, geese, and plover."
Plants
" On the dry salt marsh here, is scarce any other plant than
saliconiia hcrhacca."
(These observations were made on the Bear River Marsh
<

—

:

area.)

—

Plants; "Here we halted for a few minutes at noon, on a
stream of pure and remarkably clear water, with a bed of rock
in situ, on which was an abundant water plant with a white blossom.
There was
good grass in the bottoms and, amidst a rather luxuriant growth, its banks were
bordered with a large showy plant, ( ciipaforium purpurcitm) which 1 here saw
for the first time. We named the stream Clear creek.
We continued our way along the mountain, having found here a broad, ])lainly
beaten trail, over what was apparently the shore of the lake in the sirring the
ground being high and firm, the soil excellent and covered with vegetation, among
which a leguminous plant, ( i/lycyrrhica Jcpidota). was a characteristic plant."
" X'ear a remarkable rocky point of the mountain, at a large spring of pure
water, were several hackberry trees, fccltis). probably a new species, the berries
still green; and a short distance farther, thickets of sumach (rluis)."
BiKMS
"On the plain here T noticed blackbirds and grouse." (Today the
party was moving southward along the base of the Wasatch Mountains from
about where Brigham City is located.)
September 6. Plants
" Leaving the encampment early, we again directed
our course for the peninsular biiffe across a low shrubby plain, crossing in the
way a slough-like creek with miry banks, and wooded with thickets of thorn.
(Crataegus), which were loaded Avith berries."
" So far as we could see, along the shores there was not a solitary tree, and
but little appearance of grass and on Weber's fork, a few miles below our last
encampment, the timber was gathered into groves, and then disappeared entirely.
As this appeared to be the nearest point to the lake where a suitable camp could
be found, w'e directed our course to one of the groves, where we found a handsome encampment, with good grass and an abundance of rushes, (cquisctuin
September

beautiful

3.

little

;

.

;

:

—

:

—

;

hycnialr)."

—

September 7. Plants: "The bottoms along the river were timbered with
se\eral kinds of willow, hawthorn, and fine Cottonwood trees, (popuUis caiuulcusis)
with remarkably large leaves, and sixty feet in height by measurement."
.AAtPHiBiA: -"The summer frogs were singing around us, and the evening
was very i^Ieasant, with a tem])erature of 60° a night of a more southern autunuL
For our supper we had yaiiipah, the most agreeably flavored of the roots, seasoned
by a small fat duck, wliich had come in the way of Jacob's rifle."

—

—

— "The

evening was mild and clear; we made a jjleasand geese and ducks enough had been killed for
an abundant supper at night, and for breakfast the next morning. The stillness
of the night was enlivened by millions of water fowl."
(On Weber R. delta.)
September 9. l>iRr)s
"All this place was absolutely covered with flocks
of screaming plover."
Insects:
"Among the successive banks of the beach, formed by the action
of the waves, our attention, as we approached the island, had been attracted by
one ten to 20 feet in breadth, of a dark-brown color.
Being more closely exainined, this was found to be composed, to the depth of seven or eight and twelve

September

ant bed of the

S.

Bruns:

young willows

;

:

—

—

inches, entirely of the larvae of insects, or, in common language, of
of worms, about the size of a grain of oats, which had been washed
waters of the lake."

—

the skins

up by the

Plants
" From the point where we were
tancHng, the ground fell ofl" on
every side to the water, giving us a perfect view of the island, which is twelve
or thirteen miles in circumference, being simply a rocky hill, on which there is
neither water nor trees of any kind; although the Proiwutia z'crmicularis, which
was in great abundance, might easily be mistaken for timber at a distance. The
:

;

—

; .
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seemed here

l)lant

ance seven

tn deli.^ht

to eifiht

teet

a cinij^enial air, .urcjwiiiK

in

lii.u'i.

;iik1

NOl. I.Xo.

in

extra(jr(linar\-

2,

luxuri-

was very aljundant on the upper parts of

the

where it was almost the only i)lant. This is eminently a saline shruh
and it luxuriates in saline soils, where it is
leaves have a very salt taste

island,
its

;

A chenopoIt is widely diffused over all this country.
usually a characteristic.
diaccous shruh, vvhiclt is a new sjjccies of ohione, was equally characteristic of
Tlese two are the striking plants on the island,
the lower parts of the island.
and belong to a class of plants which form a i)rominent feature in the vegetation
On the lower parts of the island, also, a prickly pear of very
of this country.
On the shore, near the water, was a woolly species of
large size was frequent.
was scattered
pJi'jca ; and a new species of unhcUiferous plant, flcptotociiiid)
Tliese constituted all the vegetation that
about in very considerable abundance.
now aii])eared upon the island."
" In (iiu' excursions about the island, we did not meet with any kind
I'uJDS
of animal
a magpie, and anotlier larger bird, probably attracted by the smoke
of our fire, paid us a visit frcjm the shore, and were the only living things seen
during our stay. (This island is now known as Fremont Island.)
.

—

:

;

—

" Lyiwsiris (jravcotcvs. and another new species of
I'l axis:
Septemlier 10.
T(U-r. c'r I-rcin.). were growing on the low grounds,
Obione. (O. contertifolia
witli interspersed spots of an unwliolesome salt grass, on a saline clay soil with
a

few other

plants."

Iridciilatu was ver_\' abundant, but the plants were iirinciijally
and vigorous chenopodiaceous shrub, five to eight feet hi.gli, being
cliaracteristic, with Fmiwiifia 7'cniiiciilaris. and a shrubby plant which seems to
(On tliis date l'>emont was back on tlie Weber River
be a new Stilironiia."
". Irtciiiisia

saline; a large

delta.)

Sei)tember

12.

Pi,.\N'is:

— "This

creek

is

here unusually well timbered with

.\mong them were bircli (hctitla), the narrow-leaved poplar
a variety of trees,
aiu/iistifolia)
I l^opulus
several kinds of willow (salix). hawthorn (crataciius)
.

and ccrasus, with an oak allied to qiicrciis allni. but very
distinct from that or any other species in the United States."
Birds: "We had to-night a supixr of sea gulls, which Carson killed near
alder

(alitiis

viridis).

—

the lake."

—

" Although cool, the thernuimeter standing at 47°, musquitoes were
numerous to be troublesome this evening." (Near Brigham City.)
"One of these streams, which forms a smaller
September \?>. Pi..\nts
lake near the river, was l)roken up into several channels; and the irrigated bottom of fertile soil was covered with innumerable flowers, among which were
purple fields of cupahu-iuni purpiimnii. with helianthi, a handsome solida,go (S.

lNsi:t is:

sufficiently

:

—

canadensis), and a \ariety of other plants

September
Indians, from

—

in

bloom."

Plants: "We found on the way two families of .Snake
whom we purchased a small quantity of Icooyah. They had piles
14.

of seeds, of three different kinds, spread out upon pieces of buffalo robe; and the
stjuaws had just gathered about a bushel of the roots of thistle (circiutn J'irginicuinni).
They were about the ordinary size of carrots and, as I have previously
mentioned, are sweet and well flavored, requiring only a long preparation."

—

prevailed upon a little
September 15. Plants: " By the gift of a knife,
boy to show me the hooyali plant, which proved to be I'ahi'rritina cditlis. The
root, which con.stitutes the kooyoli. is large, of a very bright yellou- color, with
the characteristic odor, l)ut not so fully developed as in the prepared substance.
It loves the rich moist soil of river bottoms, which was the locality in which I
always afterwards found it. It was now entirely out of bloom according to my
observation, flowering in the months of May and June. In the afternoon we entered a long ravitie leading to a pass in the dividing ridge between the waters of
Bear river and the Snake river, or Lewis's fork of the Columbia our way being
very impeded, and almost entirely blocked up, by compact fields of luxuriant
artemisia.
'i'akiiig leave at this point of the waters of Bear river, and of the
geographical basin which encloses the system of rivers and creeks which belong
I

;

;

xattral
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t<i the (ji'cat Salt Lake, and whicli so riclily deserves a future detailed and aniiile
exploration, I can say of it, in general terms, that the hottoms of tliis river.
(Bear), and (jf some of the creeks which 1 saw, forin a natural resting and reThe hottoms are
cruiting station for travelers, now, and in all times to come.
the soil good, and well adapted to
extensive; water excellent; timber sut^icient
A military post, and a
the grains and grasses suited to such an elevated region.
and cattle and horses would
civilized settlement, would be of great value here
do well where grass and salt so much abound. The lake will furnish exhaustless
All the mountain sides here are covered with a valuable nusupplies of salt.
tritious grass, called bunch grass, from the form in which it grows, which has
The beasts of the Indians were fat uixm it; our
a second growth in the fall.
own found it a good subsistence; and its quantity will sustain any amount of
cattle, and make this truly a bucolic region."
;

:

Captain

Frc-nioiit left

Fort A'ancoiiver on bis return
"

w av of

Tlaniath

"

iri]),

Xovem-

lake in a southwesterly direc-

ver lOtb,

!L,M)in^'

1)\-

He

a,£jain

entered the Great IJasin traversinj^ the desert just east

ti(jn.

saw Pyramid Lake and the streams of

of the Sierra Nevada, here he
the

reii^ion.

Ephedra

mentioned as

occidcnialis

occtirrin^;" in

was

fairly

common and

other parts of the basin.

is

ccjmmon in the ireat liasin, were _i;iven to tlie party
dians.
Fremont rej)()rts this incident as follows:
tree,

frequently

Xuts from

(

l)y

a ])ine

the In-

"A man was di.scovered running towards the camp as we were about to start
morning, who proved to be an Indian of rather advanced age a sort of
forlorn hope, who seemed to have been worked up into the resolution of visiting
the strangers who were passing through the country.
He seized the hand of the
first man he met as he came up. out of breath, and held on, as if to assure him-

—

this

self of protection.
He brought with him in a little skin bag a few pounds of
the seeds of a pine tree, which today we saw for the first time, and which Dr.
Torrey has described as a new species, under the name of pinus vwiiophylhis : in
popular language, it might be called the nut j)ine.
purchased them all from
him.
The nut is oily, of very agreeable flavor, and must be very nutritious, as
it
contains the principal subsistence of the tribes among which we were nowtravelling."

We

It

\\;is

Sierra
the

now mid-winter

but Fremont was determined to cross the

i^et new supplies at Sutter's Fort on
From January .^0, to February 25, 1844. they

Nevada Mountains and

Sacramento River.

strujj^'g'led

through the cold and snow of the mountains.

reached Fort Sutter on March 6tb. and

homeward march.

left

The

The}' traveled up the San Joacpiin X'alley,

south about 500 miles before

the}'

part}'

on the 22nd. on their
.goinj,^

could get through the Sierra Ne-

vada Mountains by way of the pass discovered by Jose])h Walker.
From here the march was across the Great Basin desert to Las X'egas.

Nevada; then north to the Santa Clara Creek in southwestern Utah,
to L^tah Lake about 85 miles south of Weber River and Great
Salt Lake where Fremont spent several days in September. 1843.

and on

Very

little is

said about the flora and fauna of .'^.outhwestern

Utah

:
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and the

about the

{(jllowin^' is

on]\'

V(jl.

ohservati(jii

made on

No.

1,

{he

2,

lah

I

Lake hfe
" Here the ])rincii)al plants in bloom were two, which were remarkable as
the one an abundant supply of food, and the
affording to tlie Snake Indians
Tliese
other the most useful among the applications which they use for wotinds.
were the kooyah plant, growing in fields of extraordinary luxuriance, and coiivflUaria stellat. whicli, from the experience of Mr. Walker, is the best remedial
plant known among those Indians. A few miles below us was another village of
among them a few salmon trcjut,
Indians, from wliicli we obtained some fish
which were very much inferior in size to those along the California mountains.
The season for taking them had not yet arrived; but the Indians were daily expecting them til come uj) out r.\ the lake."

—

—

On

the 27tli of

yon then

the Green River,

rado

1)}'

May, Fremc^nt

led his party

east alont; the soutli base of the

way

(jr tlie

of ^'amija

publication of the

up

Fork Can-

Spani.sli

Uintah Mountains, across

Seeds-kee-dee, or prairie hen river, into Colo\''

As

alley.

fin(linij;s in

a result of this expedition

1845, there

was

and ibe

many

available for the

western Jxnmd caravans, a i^uide and source of information on the
i,a'eat

western interior

territor}'.

h^or the hrst time

that the (ireat liasin, in the main,

The MornKm pioneers entered

was

it

was

])oinle(l

the (ireat

IJasin

and commenced

Much

the estal)lishment of a great inland empire on July 24, 1847.
to

our regret, very

little

found

is

publications, concerning the
territory.

Yer\^ few.

if

in

the earl\- diaries, jotunials and

plants and animals

found

Clah

the

in

any of the i)ioneers, had
which no doubt accounts for the

an\- scliooling or in-

terest in zoolog}' or botany,

paucitx'

of recorded ol)servalions on the fauna and llora of this region.

following reports help to
valleys

and along the

out

a desert waste.

'Die

give a picture of the plant cover in

foothills of the

die

Wasatch Mountains.

Fremont repoits that Inmch grass was common along the Koseaux
and Bear Rivers, also in the Malade and Cache Valleys. From Mi".
John R. Young, a pioneer of 1847. we learn that Salt Lake \ alle\Mr.
was covered with scattered bunch grass and prickley pear 3.^
Washbtnn C"]ii])man reported that in 1850 bunch grass and sage-brtish
(

)

.

KcminisLTiies cf J,,lui K. NdviiiK. 'riu- I'tah Historical (juartcr(33)
VouiiK-. .I'lliii K.
" Kroni our cabin in tin- nuiutli o( City Creek Canyon in 18-47, one
Vol. 3, \o. .1, p. (>.i.
could see a lone cedar tree on the plain southeast of us. and on the south fork of the
creek, about where Main and 'J'hird South .Streets intersect, stood seven wind swept,
scraggy cottonwood trees. On the north side of City Creek stood a large oak tree. Xo
other trees were visible in the valley.
" The plain was covered with scatterin.u bunch grass eiglit or ten inches high and
W"e barefooted lads had to be careful where
occasional patches of low flat prickly pears.
we stepped. Along the banks of the creek were thin strips of willows, rose briars, and
squash bush. In the swamps were patches of coarse wire grass, bull rushes, and cat
tails.
If ever Lawyer Haskin wet his moccasins while riding through the valley on horseback it would be because he rode across the sloughs. For several years, in the early days
of .Salt Lake, jieoide went to Tooele, American l-'ork, or Ogden to get liay."
ly,

.

xati'rai. history of ckkat hasix

Jan. 28. 1940

covered

Utah Lake.
grass

the land

ot

inucli
J.

I'(»rlN

norlli

and east of

\V. (nnniis(jn in 1852, say.s the lnll-si(K's furnish

during-

onl_\-

aronnd American

49

tlie A\"arni

montlis of the \ear

{

34

Escalante and l^^remont hoth mentioned the abundant
pasturai,''e

The

in Utali

,<,^rass

Wy

ctjvered valleys and hench

l)rusli

by means of

to jiroduce food,

26. eighty-four acres

and grain.

had been plowed and

.'^e])tember 19th,

J^efore the

valley resorted

Game

1847

lands were soon

irrigation.

])lante(l

to

I'.\-

Aui^ust

corn, potatoes

po])ulation of 147

tlie

was

in-

it

the use of plant roots, such as the thistle, for food.

t(j

animals were fairly common, but

were many times during the
like the native

for

made
necessar\- to ration the food
winter was o\'er man\- of the inhabitants of the

creased to 1/00 jjersons, which
supplies.

j^iass

allew

\

and

plowed and made

hunch

i

first

"Digger" Indians

few

in

of

si)ite

tliis

the pioneers

\ears forced to live u])on roots,
In the s])ring of 1848, 5000

(35).

The climate was favoraI)le
and indications were that a good crop would be ])r()duced. Then occurred a biological episode in which two species, the California Gull,
acres were ])lowed and planted to grain.

Larus

califoniicits

plex Hald.,

])la\"ed

Lawrence, and the Alcjrmon Cricket. .Uiahrus simthe major roles.

THE GULLS AXD CRICKETS
That the crickets were abundant in .Salt Lalvc \'alle\ when the
is evident from the following diar_\' entr\' made b\- William Clayton, wIk; was a member of an advanced group w liich entered
the valley through I'.migration Cannon

pioneers came

:

"

The ground seemed

crickets crawling

literally

rdi\e

w

ith

the

around on grass and bushes.

ver\-

large

The_\- look

black

loathsome

but are said to be excellent for fattening hogs."
Historv- <if tlie Mormons.
Gunnison.
1852.
(34)
for a miserable existence on portions of the plains;
the hill-sides for antelope and deer.
P. IS.

'.\rtemisia.s and Salicornias contend
and bunch grass furnishes grazing on

The

valleys afford perennial pasturage, but the hill-sides furnish the bunch grass only
warm months of the year. It seeds in summer, and is germinated by the
autumnal rains, and grows under the snow covering of winter. P. 1".

during the
(35)

Gunnison.

Op.

cit.,

deer, tribes and feathered

p.

tribes

20.

— the

" W^ild

game

aboinids for the table, in the antelope,
and smaller animals of prey, for the
and desert; and the angler can choose

bear, panther,

adventurous sportsman, range through

hill,

valley,

kanyons, where the trovit delights to live, or in
he will find abundance of the pike, the percii,
the bass, and the chub.
Along the brackish streams, from the saline springs, grows a
thick tangled grass, and the marshy flats are covered with fine reeds or dense festucas.
In early summer the shepherd lads fill their baskets with the eggs deposited in that cover
by the goose, the duck, the curlew, and plover; or, taking a skiff, they can row to the
Salt Lake islands, and freight to the water's edge with those layed for successive broods
by the gull, the pelican, the blue heron, the crane, and the brandt."
his fish, either in the swift torrents of the
the calmer currents on the plains, where

:
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From Orson
we

I'rall's

TANKKK

Af.

journal under

X'ol.

J,No.

2,

date of Jul}' 22, 1847 (36),

llic

find the followins^-

We

"

found the drier places swarmhi^,^ with very
about the size of a man's thumb."

George A. Smith

Mormon

W.

Henr}'

in a letter to

Bigler, a

lar.i^e

crickets

member

of the

battalion, dated July 29th, five days after entering the valley,

was covered with large black
on August 29, 1847 reports that he

face of the country

says "the whole

Finally John Steele
was "planting buckwheat, irrigating

crickets." (37)

crops, killing crickets, etc." (38)

I'ecause the crickets have gone through c\"cles of abundance since
the episode under discussion,
in

1

am

were

inclined to believe that they

1847-48 at the peak of one of these cycles.

In an\' event the thou-

sands of acres of grain in 1848 proved to be a clioice new area for
the

moving hordes of

From

crickets.

Eliza R. Snow's journal,

we

iind that b}-

May

2t>.

1848,

had l)egun to damage the crops. The
and the early spring made the hatching and development of the
Mrs. Snow reported in her journal,
ets earlier than usual.

tlie

winter was a mild one,

crickets

morning's frost

crick"

This

a

few

unison with the ravages of the crickets for

in

many sighs, and occasionally some long faces with
moment forget that they are Saints." Hy June 4th.

days past produces
those that for the

Isaac C. Haight (39)

From

crickets.

reports considerable

damage

to tlie grain

on June 9 and 21 (40),
Missouri helping other Saints

letters written

to

from

President

Brigham Young, then in
to reach the
Salt Lake Valley, we learn that the sea gulls had come to the aid of
the desperate saints. The following extracts from these letters tlu'ow
some light on the feelings of the people and their interpretation of the
episode.
June

9,

crops put

(36)

I

"

1<S48.

in,

\.s

to our crops, there lias been a lari;e

and they were doing well

am

indebted to

tlic

L.

1).

S.

till

(.luncli

the opportunity to read and use in this
History.
07) Utah Historical Ouarterly. \ol. .S,
for

(38)

Ibid.

(39)

From

within a few days.

and the

iVo.

.1.

otticials

many

study,

p.

Vol. 6, No. 1, p. 19.
Isaac C. Haight's journal, under date

notes

in

amount of spring
I

he crickets have

the

Historian's office

taken from

the

Journal

91.

of

June

4,

IS4S,

ue

liave the

follow-

ing:
"

The weather

ami very dry in the \'alley. Crops begin to sutler for the
want of rain, llie crickets have destroyed some of the crops and are still eating the heads
The jirospects for grain are discouraging. Many of
of the grain as soon as it heads out.
the Saints begin to think of leaving the Valley for fear of starvation, but I think we need
not fear, for the Lord, who, brought vis here, is able to sustain us even if our crops fail
The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof."
us.
July 2, 1848, again Haight writes, " The last month has been one of great an.xiety to
the Saints; the destruction of crops by insects and the discouraging prospects is a great
trial

to
(-40)

is

tiuite cool

many."
Journal History,

June

9

\-

_'l.

IMS.

Jan. 28, 1940
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wbeat and corn, wliicli has disconra.ued some,
it for a lew days.
" The sea gulls
in large Hocks from the lake and swee]) tlie
crickets as they go; it seems the hand of the Lord in our favor.
Orrin P.
Rockwell has just arrived from California in company with Capt. Davis, and
after he rests a few days intends to go to meet you; if so, we will write vou
again...." From your brethren in tlie Covenant,
(signed) Juhii Smith. President, Charles C. Rich, and John Young, Counselors.
June 21, 1848. "....The brethren have been Inisy for some time watering
their wheat, and as far as it is done the wheat looks well, and the lieads are long
and large. The crickets are still quite numerous and busy eating, but between
the gulls, our eltorts and the growth of our crops we shall raise much grain in
spite of them.
Our vines, beans and peas arc mostly destroyed by frost and the
crickets; but many of us have more seed and we are now busy replanting and
feel assured that we will still raise many pumpkins, melons, beans, etc.
.Some
of our corn has been destroyed, but many large fields look very well and tlie
corn now is growing very fast, as tlie days and nights are warm, and on the
whole we think there is as much good corn growing as we can till and irrigate,
."
though we are still planting early corn
but there

is

to both

we can
have come

plenty left

if

save

.

On

fairly successful
In

.

July 17th, Tsaac Haii^ht (41

and

harvestint,^

1849 the crops were

s^^ood,

.

)

reiMjrts tliat the .^raiii

crop was

had commenced.
the

,i;ulls liavinj^-

early in the year, there being- practically no

attacl<ed

damage from

llie

crickets

that source.

A

correspondent to the St. Louis Republican sent the following report on
Monday, July 16. 1849:' "There has been very little sickness in the valley, and
very few deaths. It is beyond doubt that this is a very healthy country. There
has been a vast amount of labour performed here extensive farms made, hundreds of houses built, roads made, in addition to ploughing and planting this
spring, and it is very encouraging to say that crops look well, and tliere is no
doubt there will be a considerable surplus raised this year yet, I have no doubt
breadstuff's will be high, on account of many of the California emigrants designing to winter here. Wheat will not be less than five dollars per bushel, and
corn 1 dollar and 50 cents, or 2 dollars. Many have already commenced harvesting wheat, and it yields well. Five bushels of wheat, will make a barrel of handsome flour as ever was made into bread. Yet the wheat, in many places, will
not do as well as was expected, owing to its being sown too late.

—

:

"All the crops look exceedingly well so far: and if we had ])lenty nf rain
it
would be one of tlie greatest grain countires in the world.
Irrigation
makes considerable labour, but when we have all things prepared for it, it will
be much less trouble. The crickets have not troubled us any this year. Hundreds
and thousands of gulls made their appearance early in the Spring, and as soon
as the crickets appeared, the gulls made war on them, and they have swept them
clean, so that there is scarce a cricket to be found in the valley.
here

"We look upon this as one of the manifestations of the Almighty, for the
mountaineers say that they never found gulls here till the Mormons came.
It
was truly cheering to see the flocks of these saviors, extending several miles in
length, come from the lake early in the morning, and eating crickets all day.
Haight's Journal. July 1", 1848.
Klder Isaac Haight wrote a.s follows: "The
ill the
Valley is better than was expected. Some of it has already been harvested;
very short for want of being irrigated in season, yet some is very fine, and the prospects for crops begin to brighten, althoug some of the people have lost their crops by
insects and others will be a partial failure. Yet the prospects are that some fine crops of
corn and wheat will be raised enough to sustain the yieople here. We have great reason
to thank the Lord for his mercy towards his people in bringing us to this healthy and
beautiful valley.
There have been only a few deaths and very little sickness among us
since we arrived in this valley, but, notwithstanding this, some of the brethren want to
leave and go to some otlier country."
(41)

wlieat
it

is

—
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Vy\sco M.
sun

tlicn at

down form

a mass, and wint;" their

in

N'ol.J.No.

way

to the lake

2,

for a night's

rest.

One curiosity about them is, they don't eat the crickets merely to live, but
after feeding themselves, they would vomit them up, and go to eating again, and
thus continue eating and vomiting throughout the entire day.
" It is a matter of astonishment how fast they will pick them up, and a person could form but a poor estimate of the amount destroyed daily by these winged
Suffice it to say, that about three wrecks after the gulls made their apsaviors.
This is plainly a miracle in behalf of
pearance, scare a cricket could be seen.
and what
this people, as the sending of the quails in the camp of the Israelites
makes it more manifest is, the fact that, although there were plenty of crickets
in the surrounding valleys, where there are no crops, the gulls camte by them to
the farms, and stayed there till they has cleared them ofif. although men were at
work around them at the time. There has been no damage done by crickets this
"

;

season."

In 1855

reduced

of

lation

crickets, n<»l\\itlistan<lin<;' the activities of the

llif

llie

crops that famine a^ain threatened

crick'ets since

mone\' was

trol

lieen

Itave

the ]:)ioneer peri(jd, in

S])ent

The

same species

this

California Gull

still

of crickets and i^rasshopjiers,

around cultivated

mon\' was

feet hi,yh

tlte

,i;u]ls

Tem])le Stpiare

on

(

From

capped

)ctol)er

1,

l)y

tlte

in Salt

1915.

followini,^ is

.^old.

the

have met on

monument

(42)

eii^ht

(if

durini; the pio-

of the .Sea-(iull

Ituildini;"

Lake City. 1"1k'
Tlie monument,
is

tuneilini; cerebi^;.

tlie

(iull,

.

llie

Itiid.

column

ot

about

,^"lobe

\\eiL;h

granite, fifteen

are two seai^ulls

about

li\e luui-

feet arcoss their outstretched

\\in,L;'s.

W. W.

monument:

bird

]>.

consists

1,

a granite l)ase, wei,i;hinL;

dccasion to celeb-rate,

this

Keniy and lirencliley

" Tlic year

found

llie ])esls

an extract from an address by the lion.

Riter (45) at the dedication of the
of

sums of

lari^e

founders of this Stale that a

Upon this
dhe birds

a granite ball.

dred ])ounds and measure

"We

upon

in savin.i;' the cro])s

the l)ase rises a round

of bronze, covered witli leaf

The

ot

Colorado, Utali and

Idaho,

feedin,i4 mainl\-

of a concrete foundation, tipon wliicli

twenty tons.

in

started wliicli resulted in the

lield

of outhreal<s

1938-.^9,

sn

])oiiu-

plays an im))ortant role in the con-

neer Years, so im]iressed man\' of

Monument on

in

,i;ulls.

ini;'

fields.

Tlie part played by

movement was

number

a

fact

fast-L;ro\\

the United States llureati of I'.nlomoloL;}' in an

1)\'

attemj^t U) control

Nevada.

Ihere

(42).

L'tali

llie

that

in

i^laycd

a

modest way.

so

tiie

important a

un\eiling
in the

i)art

465.

was not favouralile towar(ts tlie close. Tlie locusts, (lespite the Kulls.
had ravaged every tiling, even the young trees; and the potatoes had been attact;ed hy a
destructive insect. The Summer liad been unusually dry. and everything w;is parchcil uj).
l-'amine was imminent; in the month of July flour was sold at eight dollars the hundred
l)Ounds. Amid all these trials, a miraculous circumstance, if we are to credit the Mormons,
sweetened their pill. During several weeks they collected a substance very like sugar,
which covered the leaves of all the trees with a layer the thickness of common glass.
The locusts had destroyed the first crops, but their
Fortunately there was some relief.
ravages having occurred in the early part of the year, there was yet time to sow maize
In get vvlierrwitli;il to carry them on. willi economy,
aul\iinii
in
:ind plant root-crops, so as
until the
(4.>)
I'JI.'-.

lcS,S5

harvest of IS.Sfi."
Coddard. Tile Sea-Cull

.\h.iiunu nl

.

\.)nnv;

W.inian's Journal.

^'c)l.

24.

p.

.^69,

2(S,

fan.
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preservation ul llic lives ul the Pioneers of 1S47 and 1S4S.
It i> I'lttin.u tliat lluworkirtanship, or art expression, portrayed in tliis bird should be the handiwork
of a son of the great leader, Brigham Young, who led these early pioneers into
this then sterile and forbidding country.
I
doubt if there are any present to
whom this event has a greater significance than to me. I was only a l)oy of 10
years when tiie event occurred, which we now have met to commemorate.
well
remember the gloom, almost despair, that fell upon us when the crickets came
down from the hills in such myriads that the ground was nearly covered with
them, and attacked with voracious appetites the then too scanty fields of grain,
which had been planted with toilsome hands. You will pardon me if
give you
some of my t)wn remembrances in regard to this event, for the\ are tlu' ones
most deeply imbedded in my memory.
" My father had planted eight acres of wheat up there in the Xineteenth
ward, on the ground immediately in front of Captain Hooper's old residence. It
grew fairly well until the crickets came, and then our glowing hope of a crop
was almost turned into despair. My father had put in a rude dam on the north
branch of City creek, near where the Odeon now stands, and turned the water
to irrigate his wheat down an old channel of the creek until it reached his field.
Hesides the myriads of crickets which were already devouring the tender plants,
this water brought down mj^riads of others that had come off the hills, and failing
to cross the water (for they were a clumsy insect) were washed down into his
field.
The extremity was so great he offered Robert Pierce the contents of his
whole field for three barrels of flour reckoning that these three barrels of flotu^
W'Ould feed his family six months, and then we could die.
" The gulls came and gorged themselves on the crickets
once filled they
could have given but little relief, for the number of crickets w'as so great but
the gulls disgorged the masses they had eaten and then continued the process
until the situation was saved.
"Brethren and friends. I witnessed this, and relate it to you in all truth and
soberness."
I

1

;

;

A

number

of references have been

made

(46) (47), the most important one from a

which

I

am

familiar,

W. W. Henderson

is

a (Uscussion of

to this episode (44) (45)

Itioloi^ical standjjoint, witli

Mormon

tlie

cricl<et

1)\'

I

)r.

(48).

Unfortunately there

is

consideral)le confusion in

tlie

literature as

to the species of g'ull that participated in the destruction of the crickets

The

during the Pioneer Period.
gull,

species was, no doubt, the California

Stansbury

1850(49).

in

this incident (50).

the

common

not the Ft"anklin gull, since the California gull was the

species found nesting on the islands of Great Salt Lake.

Mormon

it

has had so profound an iniluence on the lives of

people that very early in the history of the State a law

monument

the erection of a

It

has also served as a stimulus for

that has attracted international attention.

1927.
The Practical \'olume
"The Book of Bird Life; p. 264.
Forbush, 1922. The Utility of Birds; p. 21.

(44")

Henderson, Junius,

(4.S)

Allen,

(46)
(47)

Roberts,

Birds;

of

126.

p.

193n.

Young,

Sea-Gvill Monunii-nt;

1910.

Henderson,

Agri. Exp. Station.
Behle, 1938.
(49)
Vol. 40.
(50)

Captain

Regardless of the interpretation put u])on

W'as passed protecting the gull.

(48)

b\-

1928.

19,^1.

Crickets and

Highlights

A

of

p.

.i48,

Young W'oman's

Grasshoppers

Ornithological

Story of the Rise

of

A

Social

in

I'tah

Work

in

Taboo;

:

pp.

I'tah;

p. 449,

Tournal.
Circular

l-.^S,

p.

166,

the

96.

I't.

Condor,

the Scientific ^fonthly.
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I'ig.

The

1.

unlv

Vol. l,Xo. 2.

The Sca-tiull Moiumient, Temple Square, Salt 1-ake lity, Utah.
mmuiment ever erected U' coimneindrate the activities iil a bird.
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basiiN

(;ri-:at

STAXSBUKY'S I'.XPEDITIOX TO THE GREAT SALT LAKE
ireat
first government expedition to tlie
the
under
one
second
was
the
Fremont,
Basin, conducted by Cai)tain
('51
was
expechlion
).
This
command of Captain Howard Stansl)ury

Followinj^ closel}' ui)on the

(

organized under the orders of Col.

Abert, and sent to L

J. J.

the purpose of makini^' "a survey of the Great Salt
of

tion

its

valley."

Tlie part}-

After spending the winter

vey of the Lake

in tlie

for

ex])]ora-

reached Utah on Aui,uist 28, 1849.

Salt

in

Lake and

tali

Lake

City, the party

began

spring of 1850. which was completed

a surin

time

for Stansbury to return to the states just one }ear to the day from
his arrival.

While

in the valle}' of Salt

Lake

as well as enroute various

mem-

a few mammals,

birds.

bers of the party collected specimens of plants,
reptiles, insects

and

Since there was no naturalist appointed,

fossils.

for the expedition, probably most of the collecting

Stansbury and Lieutenant Gunnison.

tain

was done by Cap-

All the plant specimens

were turned over to Dr. Torrey who lists ninety-three species from
L^tah.
I have listed the plants found upon the Stansbury and AnteIt would be interesting to compare the plant life found
lope islands.
islands
today, with that of 1850 (52) (53). See Fig. 2.
upon these
Plants found upon the following islands in 1850 by Captain .Stans-

bury and Lieutenant Gunnison
Explorations and Survey

Stansburv.
(51)
1852.

the \'allev

of

of

the Great

Lake

Salt

of

tTtah.

Deseret News.
Building of I'tah and Her Neighbors.
1934.
Jensen. Andrew.
Mr. Tensen rejjorts the following from the writings of Mr. Albert CarringSat., Oct. 27.
"On April 19th. 1848. Thomas .1. Thurston, Joseph Mount, Madison D. Hambleton,
ton:
Albert Carrington, Jedediah M. Grant and William W. Potter started at 2 p. m. with a
skiff on wheels, for the ford of the Jordan, with a view of exploring the Great Salt Lake
(52)

"On the 2nth we killed a mud-hen, from which cirand its islands for two weeks.'*
"We did not discover a living thing in
cumstances we named our skifif " :\Iud Hen."
We went aboard again and
the water, but there was water fowl in great abundance.
steered for the first island (Antelope), hauled our boat over a bar one-half mile, and when
one and a half, or two, miles off the island, the water again shoaled so that our boat struck
bottom. There were several Indian ponies and three Indians in sight on the island."
"On the 21st we found the island covered with good grasses; bunch grass prevailing;
abundance of starch root; many sunflowers and rose bushes; some sage, a few serviceberry bushes, a few willows and some shrubbery in the ravines. A few antelope tracks,
"Steered northwest for a small island
one antelope and two prairie hens, were seen."
"Onion,
(Fremont's Island) and ran aground 4(K) yards before we reached the shore."
sage and grease bush with mucli fine
also
some
and
starch root and wild parsnips plenty;
"We put 150 blue heron and geese eggs aboard, passed on to the
rank bunch grass."
north point of the island and landed about sunset on a narrow rocky beach with ledges of
gneiss; distance from camp, twenty miles."
These interesting observations on the plants and animals found on some of the islands
were made in April. 1848. Mr. Carrington was employed as a surveyor by Capt. Stansbury
He was also
in 1850. and helped with the exploration of Great Salt Lake and its islands.
prominent in surveying during the pioneer days of Utah.
(S,3)
Remy and Brenchley. Ibid. Volume I, Page 179.
"These islands are nine in number, viz.: Antelope. Stansbury. Fremont. Carrington.
Gunnison, Egg. Dolphin, Mud, Hat. The largest of all is Antelope Island, which is sixteen
miles in length, five in breadth, and rises 3250 feet above the lake; cattle are bred there.
The next, Stansbury's Island is twelve miles in length, and twenty-seven miles in circumference. Fremont's Island, which Fremont called Disappointment, and which the Mormons
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Castle Island, is fourteen miles in circumference; it has beautiful grass, notwithstanding there is no water. The other islands are much smaller."
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Stansburv

Xaturalist

Vol. l.No. 2.

Calochortus luteus Xutt.

Isi.axij

Malvastrum coccineum var. grossulariaefolium (H. & A.)
Phacea moUissima var. Utahensis Torr.
Oenothera albicaulis Xutt.
S. opulifolia var. pauciflora Torr. & Gr.
Mentzellia ornata Torr. and Gr.
Heuchera rubescens Torr. (n. sp.)
Erodium circutatium L'Herit.
Aster oblongifolius Nutt.
Corydalis aurea Willd.
Cowania stansburiana Torr.
Spirea Dumosa Xutt.

Achillea millefolium Linn.

Monothrix stansburiana Torr.
n. g.

&

n.

Stunted Cedars

sp.

&

Chenactis achilleaefolia Hook.
Cirsium undulatum Spring.
Lygodesniia juncea Don.
Crepis acuminata Nutt.
Acerates decumbens Decaisne
Comandra umbellata Xutt.
Triglochin maritimum Linn.
Scirpus torreyi ?
Olney.
Stipa juncea L.
Elvmus striatus Willd.

The mammals

who

S. F. Baird,

tailed

Fox,

Sidalcea malvaeflora Gray.

Lupinus albicaulis Dougl.
Gayophytum ramosissimum Torr
Juncus balticus Willd.

&

Gr.

I'>iocoma cuspidata Xutt.
Koeleria cristata Pers.
Hordeum jubatum Linn.
Agropyrum repens Gaest.

Elymus

upon

collected

striatus \\'illd.

were studied I)}" Prof.
from Utah, one of which, the (ireat-

this expedition

species

lists six

Antei.oi'K Tsi.Axn

.-\rn.

he descrihes as new.

J'lilpcs iiiacroiiriis,

Capt. Stansbur)' and Gunnison collected and observed thirty-one

The Mountain Blue bird thoui^ht to be new
by Baird, was named Sidia niacropfcra. Important notes on the nestspecies of birds in Utah.

ing birds found on

many

of the islands are to be found in Capt. Stans-

For the first time the great iiesting colonies of
the gulls, pelicans, terns, and herons cm the islands of the (ireat Salt
Lake are reported. The eggs of the gull and pelican were used for
f(jod, I)}' the surveying parties.
Besides the birds reported from L'tah,
Prof. Baird includes a " List of Birds inhabiting America west of the
Mississippi not described in Audubon's ( )rnitholog\'."'
One hundred
l)urv's journal notes.

fifty-three species are included in this

There were
the expedition

described

onts
lalits

onl}all

])y S.

li(/ris

li.

(Say)

;

four species of reptiles collected

(i.,

included along \\\\h

platyrhiiios

and G.

considered as a s\'n()n\'m of C.
!'.

and

(i.,

on the

new genus and

a

and Coluber

;

tlie re])ort

in

which Girard

Professor

.S.

.S.

members

of

Ciioiiidopli-

is

tuoniioii W.

rei)tiles is a "

L'tah

:

Fhrynosonia

descri])e(l as a

new

I.

Icsscl-

species;

and G. Then

Monographic Fs-

say on the Cienus I'hynosoma" by Charles (iirard.
discussed as occurring

the

and Charles Girard as follows:

which

I>.

b\-

These were

[Ha slaiishuriana

Sccloporus graciosus

new

to science.

of wliich proved to be

F. Ilaird

and

list.

Two

species are

doiKjIassi Cira\'

rmd

/'.

species.

Ilaldeman was entrusted with the

ports eleven species from Utah, which inchules six

insects.

new

He

species

re-

and

NATrRAL
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one new genus.

It

was
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OF
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a difticult uialter to get natural liistor\' s])eci-

niens hack to the Eastern centers without greatly

A

letter

Great Salt

damaging them.
from T. R. Peale on the larvae of insects found in the
Lake is included. Mr. Peale reports in jjart as follows:

In the mass.

I

can detect fragments of the larvae shells of the pupa.

and small portions of a mature Chirononiits and other Tipulidae. More
than nine-tenths of the mass is composed of larvae and exuviae of

Fig.

2.

^[ap of Great Salt Lake and the tliree larqe islands.
.Antelope, Fremont, and Stansbury.

(From Crawford and Thackwell, Ut. Acad.

Sci.,

Vol. VIII.)

—
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VAsco

5M

Cliiroiio)!!
I

IIS,

X'ol. l.X'o. 2.

'rANNh'.k

^^.

or some sjK'cies of nioS([uil.o

uii(K'Scril)C'(l

])i"ol)al)1\'

llu-

;

r;i!4incnts hcini; loo inipcrlrcl lo (lelcniiinc."

I'loni a nalural history standpoint this

(hlion.

up

tion

Missouri

tlie

of an\

the lack
jilat^ue

behevcd

I'aird

in

W.

of

llie

to
(i.

road survey work, as well as by such

llie

(ireat

ISS.t

lUisin

Schiel, surgeon

and

The

and

enlerinj.;-

L'tah crossed the CJreen River near the present

)r.

James

cliars^e

in

within ten

I'eckwith, in this I'acilic Rail-

scientific aids as V.

botanist,

I

j^eoloj^isl.

Kreuzfeldt,
i)arty after

town of Green
They then continued westward throut^h the Salina Can-

l^iver City.

von and on

lo the desert neai"

I'lah.

l>elta,

On

(

)cto]K'r 25. Ca])tain

Gunnison, Kreuzfeldt and several other men of the party were

by Indians on the Sevier River.

As

a result of this tra,yedy

our knowledge of the nalural hislor\ of ihe (ireal
Rl-.MY AXI)

who had

fall

of 1855

l'.Rl-:XCill.l^\'

two h'rench

traveled wi(lel\

,

during their month's stay

in

to

\ISir U'l'AM

scientists,

Remy and

months, on horse back, from Sacramento, California.
tlu'

little

llasin (54).

reached Salt Lake City after

and important are many of

killed

Beckwith

directed the allairs of the expedition which contributed \ery

In the

is

such an im|)ortanl part in

])layed

sent hacl< to the west in

(Iunnison was assisted by K.

years.

writer

ICXPKDITIOX UNDI-LR

government ex])e(htion

tliird

tlie

CUXXTSOX

W.

J.

who

(iunnison

was

important expe-

ihe ^ulls in conlrolhn^ llieni.

h\-

TIIIKM) (.OX l-:k.\Mlv\"l'

|.

vei"}'

)ne point of interest to

(

CAI'TAIX
Captain

a

Mr. Stanshur\'s report, of the cricket

in

jilayed

Slansl)ur\'s exjK'chtion

was

the most important since Lonj^^'s expedi-

1S2().

nienlion

and the pari

A

was

it

observations

made by

llrenchle}'.

a trip of

So

two

inlereslinj^'

these gentlemen

Ctah, that rather k'n^th}- exerpts are re-

produced here.
In I'A'bruary. 185(1, the

of

Deseret,

River.

the

first

A museum

Mormons

university

was

established by law the Universil}'

established

west

of

the

Mississippi

also established for the purpose of teachin<; as

well as handing on to posteritx information about the customs of vari-

ous

i)eoi)les

(54)

Bccl<with.
of the
listed.

of the world.

It

was

to

houst' a collection of minerals.

1855.
\'ol. H contains an accdnnt of this cxpctiition liy
Pacific Railroad Ivcports.
Some
In Vol. X, 1859, tliere is a report on the birds of the survey by Haird.
Two species of nianinials are
talven in 1855-54 are included in tliis report.

Iiirds

XATIRAI,

I'HO

[an. 2S,

plants, animals,

and astronomical

have the following'

seum

IIIS'IOKN-

to say

OF

59

CKI'.AT i;asi.\

Kcnu' and

c'c|ui])nK'nt.

llrfncliley

ahout the adventure of eslablisliin^ a nni-

:

"

Mormons have

Ihe

for soine time been occupied

l)y

tiic

idea of

foundini;

museum. They have already got together a considerable quantity of
and their numerous missionaries to all parts of the world materially conBrigham
to their opportunities of forming a very valuable collection.

a universal
t)bjects,

tribute

Young, who thinks

and practical institution, takes a particular inbut it is much to be regretted that for want of a person
sufficiently qualified to direct the collectors and classify the objects, the institution
is
to this day nothing more tlian a mere lumber-room of disorder and confusion." (55)
terest in

its

The French

a useful

this

develo])ment

;

scientists not only l)ecame

conversant with the

reli-

Mormons, hut they traveled about
Salt Lake X'alley and in the nearl)\' mountains making observations
on the plants and animals. The following is a short but good summary of their findings:
gious and political

afifairs

of the

" The greater part of the indigenous animals are few, whether as individuals
or species, which is to be attributed less to the barrenness of the soil, than to the
hunting parties of trappers and Indians. The bison, as we mentioned above, is
no longer found to the west of the Rocky Mountains, and the beaver has almost
entirely disappeared.
Small herds of antelopes (A. furcifer) are to be found in
the mountain districts, as well as the American eland (Cervus canadensis), the
Virginian deer, the black-tailed deer (C. Lewisii), the black and grisly bear, to-

gether with another much smaller species. The mountain sheep (Ovis montana)
has become scarce, as well as a carnivorous animal known to the Americans
under the much too indefinite name of panther. Foxes, wolves, wolverines (Gulo
luseus), are common in the deserts at the foot of the hills. The racoon (Procyon
lotor) and the musk-rat (Fiber zibethinus) are often seen on the banks of rivers.
Hares are in plenty wherever there is pasturage. Of birds, there are several
species of grouse (Bonasia, Tetrao), a sort of pigeon, partridges, eagles, large
crows, owls, and curlews. On the banks of the lakes are seen geese, very many
kinds of ducks, pelicans, herons, gulls (Larus), large cranes, water-hens (Rallus).
and plovers. Nor is there any lack of sparrows on the watercourses and in the
thickets.
Of reptiles, there are to be found flat-shaped lizards in abundance, and
also the rattlesnake.
In Lake Utah there is salmon-trout with yellowish flesh,
weighing as much as thirty pounds there are also perch, suckers, pike, rock-fish
or striped bass, and bull-heads.
Fish is scarcer in the watercourses and altogether wanting in the salt lakes."
Volume II. pp. 2(')6-267.
:

The
attract

larger animals, such as
their

attention

the

mammals and

resulting in 26 species

species of birds being listed

of

birds,

seemed

mammals and

to
.vS

(56).

Remy and Brenchley. Ibid, Vol. II, p. 188.
(55)
Though the Fauna of Utali is as yet very imperfectly known to naturalists, we
(56)
liave no hesitation in regarding it as poor, and of Httle variety, especially in the lower
classes of animals. This poverty is attributable to various causes, among which the most
prominent appear to us to be the geographical and hypsometrical conditions of the country,
here give a list of mammithe dryness of the climate, and the barrenness of the soil.
fers and birds which are with tolerable certainty known to exist in t'tah.

We

Mammifers
The American antelope.
.\ntilocarpa americana.
Canis latrans. .Say. The true cayote.
Castor canadensis, Kuhl. The beaver.
Cervus canadensis. The American eland.
.

.

.

Lewisii.

The black-tailed

deer.
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No.

\oI.

1,

will

tind

2,

SUMMARY
Students

(jf

the natural

liistoi}'

discovery and development o\ the

of the

(ireat

West most

Scattered through the literature are to

liasin

the

fascinating and protitable.

found the beginnings, out

l)e

grown our knowledge of the l)iota and its environment.
CJreat changes have been made in this environmental complex during
A number of species have been exterthe past one hundred \ears.
minated, many reduced in numbers and greatl}' changed in their range,
while introduced ones have over-run the basin. The means, b\- which

of which have

man

has achieved his present status, as

"

Master of

all

he Surve}S

"

The wastage of animal and
we must recast all

has been a very questionable procedure.

plant resources has gone on to such a jjoint that
policies that alifect these resources.
at

A

retrospective study, as the one

hand, helps in pointing out ways of dealing with these problems.
viiginiaiius. The Virginian deer.
Cynomys (.^rctomys) huiovicianus. Bainl.
.

.

.

'l"hc-

j)rairit-c!i>.<j.

rnr

.\mericaii

marmot.

coticolor, Linn.
The American panther.
Fiber zibethinus, Linn. The musk-rat.
Cicomys, (species undetermined.) The American gopher.
The wolverine or glutton.
tJulo luscus. Linn.
Lepus. Several species of hares and rabbits imperi'ectl\' observed.
Meles labradoria. .Sabine. The American carcajou.
Ovis montana, Desm. The mountain slieep or liig horn.
Procyon lotor, Storr. The racoon.
Putorius erminea, Linn. The ermine.
vison, Linn. The mink, or minx.
Sciurus.
Several species of squirrels not yet well determined.

FeHs

.

.

.

I'rsus horribilis.

The

grizzly bear.

americanus, Pallas. The black bear.
var. cinnamoneus, Aud. and Bach.
Long-teiled fox, confounded with the cayote.
\'ulpes macrurus, Baird.
virginianus. Rich.
The .\merican prey fox.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Birds
Accipiter fuscus, Bonap.
The mallard.
.'\nas boschas, Linn.
Anser canadensis. Vieill.
erythropus, Linn._
Athene (Strix) hypogaea, Cass. The buirowing owl.
.

.

.

Buteo

Ijorealis, Bonap.
all)eola, Bonap.
Colymbus glacialis. Linn.

Clangula

The liutter-ball.
The loon.

Tygntis americanus, Sharp. The American swan.
The duck.
Dalfila acuta, Bonap.
Fuligula affinis, F.yton.

Grus canadensis, Temm.

The shuffler.
The brown crane,

Ti'/L'

Larus, species undetermined. The American
Leucosticte tephrocotis. Swains. The finch.
Mareca americana, .Steph. The bald pate.
Xiphaea oregona, .^ud. The snow-bird.

f^f bctucen the

tip's

of the

wings.

gull.

Numenius longirostris, Wils. The curlew.
Otocoris occidentalis, M'C'all.
Pelecanus trachyrhynchus, Lath. The iielic.-in.
Phalacrocorax dilopluis. -Sw. The cormorant.
Peucaea Lincolnii, Aud. A species of Americ.m
Pterocyanca Rafflesii. King. The teal.
(}uerquedula carolinensis, Bonap. A species of
kecurvirostra americana, Gm. The avoset.
The blue bird.
Sialia macroptera, Baird.
The lark.
.Sternella neglecta, Aud.

Symphemia

semii)almata. Hart.

Tetrao urophasianus, Bonap.

The

finch.
tc.il.

willet.

Tlie prairie hen;

grouse.

Vol.

IL pp.

.S27-S28.

2(S.

Jan.
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1940

sludy wc liave iliscusscd

In this

discover}

tlic

.
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and (.xlmU

cliai aclcr,

of the Great Basin.
TIk"

of the hutfalo in

liistorx'

cricket-California

material

The

I'lali

is

.Saint

Clah

plants and animals found, in
1)\

summarized.

reviewed and some

is

included from the l.aUer-day

is

l)arlies led

and

episcjde

.^ull

.Mormon

Tlie

Church journal

1)_\-

source

orii^inal

L;-o\'ernmenl

llislory.

explorin.L;

h'remont. Stansl)ur\ and (iunnison. are discussed.

Kemy

made many

obser-

Utah

l'.renchle\- visited

vations on the natural

in the

of 1S55 and

fall

of the (ireal

hist(jr\-

Tdieir \isit

llasin.

and

observations are briefly reviewed.

Uunch grass and sparsely scattered sa.s^ebrush were common on ihe
Lake and in the Utah, Salt Uake, )^(len and

islands of Great Salt

Cache

end oi the rear

V>y the
])hil)ians

U)

(

\'alle\s of Utah.

occur

and

rej^tiles

in the

6 insects; 4

Great

re])tiles

1

;

The sponge

was

L'tah

]^)asin.

Found

in

1939,

when

it

the type locality for

1.^

7

:

am-

known
])lanfs;

species.

known from

wa.s

was

Lakeside Biological Laboratory, on

vcrsit}-

species were

Utah Lake and Salem Pond

Spniigilla frayilis Leidy

to October,

mammal

mammal

bird; and 2

Spongilla fragilis

Utah prior

101 jilants; Oil insects; h hsh

1<S.^5,

113 birds: and 93

;

only one locality in

Brigham Young Unimouth of Provo River. It was

collected at the
tlie

found to be rather conunon forming fairly larger growths on the willows and

which have fallen

tree Iiranches

the

Academy

Proceedings Utah

sponge Sponcjilla

other

Lake.

laciistris

on Jan.

1,

12 inches in

This species was previously reSalamander Lake, on Mt. Timpanogos, in

the river.
in

Sciences,

of

(L.)

Vol.

.AnIX, 1932, pp. 113-115.
also occurs in Utah

known from Utah,

Salem pond, 15 miles south of
Beck and students. Large specimens 10 to
diameter were removed from the bottom of the pond. V. M. T.

Spoiui'iUa frayilis

Prove

in

by this writer, as occurring

liorted.

18,

was

also

collected in

1940, by Dr. D. E.

—

Dr. Pfouts Contributes Butterflies

A

rather representative collection of the butterflies of Utali County, taken at

Payson and
ralist,

in

Payson Canyon by Dr. L. D. Pfouts,

LIniversity.

Utali

and amateur natu-

This collection consists of 63 species and 730 specimens.

specimens are topotypes of the
tion

dentist

has been contributed to the Entomological Collection of the Brigham

is

a

welcome

butterflies

one,

new

adding

species Argyniiis pfoutsi Gund.

materially

to

the

Tom

Young

Fourteen

1 his collec-

Spalding collection of

and moths which consist of more than 700 species.

—V. M. T.

